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Wehave just entered the secondhalf centuryof total hip and total
knee arthroplasty, surgical procedures that are arguably among the
greatest feats ofmodern civilization.Despite the immense success of
total joint arthroplasty, the orthopedic community has continued to
“innovate.”With survivorship of arthroplasty approaching 98% at 10
years and 95% at 20 years, there is little room for improvement and
any innovation must clear a high bar [1,2]. Presently, the chance of
improvement is equaled by the risk of failure. In fact, many in-
novations in recent years have failed their mission leading to the
suffering of patients. Metal-on-metal bearing surfaces and modular
femoral stems for primary hip arthroplasty come to mind.

We are dancing on the asymptotic apex of a conceptdthe replace-
ment of arthritic joint surfaces with prosthetic materialsdwhere any
changemust be substantiatedby theprinciples of the scientificmethod
that for centuries has served us so well. Much of today’s innovation is
fostered by industry rather than by academia. Most have some in-
vestment in the hope that a biologic solutiondthe resurfacing of
eburnated bone with new articular cartilage, rather than metal and
plasticdwill surpass our current solutions. A Nobel Prize awaits the
inventor of that technology. Abrasion chondroplasty, microfracture,
cartilage metabolites, and most recently stem cells have yet to with-
stand the test of scientific scrutiny.
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Most orthopedic companies have placed their biggest bet on ro-
botics. Their hope is that these devices will expedite recuperation,
improve kinematics and functions, extend longevity, and decrease
premature implant failure. None of the authors of this editorial uses
robotics. We all share conflicts of interest. These hopes are all
awaiting clinical substantiation.Wearenot Luddites andweembrace
innovation. Were robotics proven truly beneficial and cost-effective,
the rewards to industry and to the patient would be substantial.

The great promise of robotics is to reduce outliers, and that is
entirely possible. But soft tissue balancing trumps alignment,manual
dexterity, “feel,” and decision-making are paramount. They are un-
likely to be replaced by even the amazing pattern-recognition capa-
bilities of artificial intelligence. Just as companies areunlikely to affect
a “rep-less” operative experience, a “doc-less” arthroplasty is even
less plausible. For now, at least, our job security is not threatened.

Malcom Gladwell, in Outliers, wrote famously of the 10,000
hours of practicing a skilldplaying the cello, transsphenoidal hy-
pophysectomy, foul shootingdnecessary for mastery of that art.
The best total joint surgeons largely share that experience. So, will
robotics short cut that threshold and make arthroplasty successful
for all? Or will it rob these young surgeons of the chance to achieve
that mastery and succeed even if someone pulls the plug?

The cost of robotics is minimized by its proponents. But the
devices are hugely expensive, require technological support staff
beyond the sales associate, and demand a requisite number of
eligible cases per year to break evendwhich can affect clinical
judgment [3,4]. Paradoxically, those high-volume surgeons who
can afford it, do not need it; low-volume surgeons who need it,
cannot afford it. In addition to the high, fixed start-up cost of the
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robotic device and per-case cost of disposables, current robotic
technology requires a computed tomography scan, which comes at
both a cost and an inconvenience to the patient, in addition to the
radiation. In the era of value-based healthcare, new innovations
should improve the quality of arthroplasty care to justify their
increased cost to the healthcare system.

Improved long-term outcomes have yet to be seen, despite much
short-term phenomenology buoyed by marketing incentives. The
one incontestable fact is that the robotic cases take more operative
time [5,6], which is linearly related to complicationsdparticularly
infection and thromboembolisms [7]. Are we merely exchanging
outliers without clinical benefit for complications without clinical
solutions?

In a recent Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery issue, a superlative
robotic overview [8] was immediately preceded by an excellent
evidence-based article showing no clinical benefit to computer-
assisted surgery over 15 years! [9]. The overwhelming majority
of orthopedists would probably prefer their own total joint be
performed by a very experienced surgeon than by an expensive
robot.

The promise of robotics remains seductive and should be pur-
sued. Objective scientific evidence must necessarily precede its
general implementation. And one cannot ignore the subjective
aspects of unsophisticated patient demand, marketing allure,
possible psychological patient satisfaction, and the “Dumbo’s
feather” effect for the inexperienced surgeon. Yet one should not
forget the impact of computerized electronic medical record on the
timeliness, volume, convenience, quality of care, and patient/
physician satisfaction. Bringing a robot to your operating roommay
be much like bringing the electronic medical record to your clinic.
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